Respondent ID Collector ID Start Date

End Date

Date / Time
Date of Workshop

10093484639

212914378 2018‐07‐02 10:12:12 2018‐07‐02 10:14:11 06/28/2018

10093481406

212914378 2018‐07‐02 10:11:26 2018‐07‐02 10:12:10 06/28/2018

10093479965

212914378 2018‐07‐02 10:10:06 2018‐07‐02 10:11:18 06/28/2018

1
2
3
4
How satisfied are you with today's workshop?

5

6

7

8

9

10 Open-Ended Response
What could have been done better?

Much more individualized input. Don't need to hear from every group repeating everything. Could have a list of options and people pick 1‐10 mood to least important. Get a lot more info.

7

Glad the city is interested in citizen opinion. Liked hearing from other tables.
Individuals should write directly on personal sheets first, as quieter people did not get as many (or any) ideas placed on sheets. Rather difficult to summarize priorities ‐ good for intra‐group conversations but not so
good for representing ideas to larger group. Avoid having multiple facilitators.

10093477900

212914378 2018‐07‐02 10:08:15 2018‐07‐02 10:10:04 06/28/2018

8

More time to discuss details. This was a good conversation about the big picture. But, I want more time to discuss the details of what makes a, for example, usable transportation system.

10093474552

212914378 2018‐07‐02 10:07:09 2018‐07‐02 10:08:05 06/28/2018

8

A lot of great ideas for improvements exist. It would have been nice to try to give solutions to vexing problems.
Actual input into the political process to feel that our concerns are/will be addressed. it is nice to vent but its even better when action/change occurs. Otherwise there will be a lot of unsatisfied/disillusioned
participants. Discussion of cost benefit analysis and alternatives.

10093472987

212914378 2018‐07‐02 10:04:27 2018‐07‐02 10:07:06 06/28/2018

8

10093468687

212914378 2018‐07‐02 10:02:33 2018‐07‐02 10:04:25 06/28/2018

8

10093465624

212914378 2018‐07‐02 10:01:51 2018‐07‐02 10:02:30 06/28/2018

10093464448

212914378 2018‐07‐02 10:01:02 2018‐07‐02 10:01:49 06/28/2018

10093463196

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:57:51 2018‐07‐02 10:01:01 06/28/2018

10093458424

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:56:51

2018‐07‐02 9:57:51 06/28/2018

10093456839

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:55:10

2018‐07‐02 9:56:50 06/28/2018

10093454227
10093452364

212914378
212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:54:02
2018‐07‐02 9:53:19

2018‐07‐02 9:55:07 06/28/2018
2018‐07‐02 9:53:56 06/28/2018

10093451386

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:51:53

2018‐07‐02 9:53:18 06/28/2018

10093449171

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:49:54

2018‐07‐02 9:51:51 06/28/2018

10093446090

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:48:36

2018‐07‐02 9:49:52 06/28/2018

10093444006
10093441394

212914378
212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:46:58
2018‐07‐02 9:46:13

2018‐07‐02 9:48:34 06/28/2018
2018‐07‐02 9:46:56 06/28/2018

10093440244

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:45:43

2018‐07‐02 9:46:12 06/28/2018

10093439414
10093437746

212914378
212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:44:35
2018‐07‐02 9:43:58

2018‐07‐02 9:45:40 06/28/2018
2018‐07‐02 9:44:34 06/28/2018

10093436763

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:43:10

2018‐07‐02 9:43:56 06/28/2018

The workshop was good. It would have been helpful to know how these sessions are part of an overall project. Is this project taking place within a month or two? I would propose an outline of how this session
related to an overall project, etc.
9
9

8

7

8

8
9
9

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:40:14

2018‐07‐02 9:43:03 06/28/2018

9

212914378
212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:40:13
2018‐07‐02 9:39:37

2018‐07‐02 9:41:36 06/28/2018
2018‐07‐02 9:40:12 06/28/2018

9
9

10093429972

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:38:27

2018‐07‐02 9:39:35 06/28/2018

10093428008

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:37:18

2018‐07‐02 9:38:23 06/28/2018

10093426157

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:35:12

2018‐07‐02 9:37:16 06/28/2018

10093422665

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:33:53

2018‐07‐02 9:35:08 06/28/2018

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:32:45

2018‐07‐02 9:33:50 06/28/2018

212914378
212914378
212914378
212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:31:30
2018‐07‐02 9:30:55
2018‐07‐02 9:30:35
2018‐07‐02 9:06:59

2018‐07‐02 9:32:42
2018‐07‐02 9:31:28
2018‐07‐02 9:30:54
2018‐07‐02 9:30:33

10093376595

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:05:45

2018‐07‐02 9:06:56 06/28/2018

10093374590

212914378

2018‐07‐02 9:04:04

2018‐07‐02 9:05:43 06/28/2018

Possible additional workshops and be sure voices are heard sufficiently. let citizens offer solutions

It felt like we were talking for bullet points instead of being gable to have engaging/interactive conversations. I would have preferred more free form dialogue rather than a note taking approach

6
8

9

6

212914378 2018‐06‐29 15:39:14 2018‐06‐29 15:40:01 06/28/2018

7

212914378 2018‐06‐29 15:38:20 2018‐06‐29 15:39:11 06/28/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐29 15:37:44 2018‐06‐29 15:38:18 06/28/2018

7

10090964300
10090962183
10090961204

212914378 2018‐06‐29 15:36:26 2018‐06‐29 15:37:42 06/28/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐29 15:35:27 2018‐06‐29 15:36:06 06/28/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐29 15:34:36 2018‐06‐29 15:35:24 06/28/2018

212914378 2018‐06‐29 15:31:50 2018‐06‐29 15:32:49 06/28/2018

Facilitators were great ‐ good job! Better job of capturing what concerns us.
I supposed i would have felt 10ish about the workshop if we had a little more acknowledgement that concrete solutions would come of this. Blueprint Boise and the LIV report are wonderful documents but if they
dont have any teeth (as some said) it doesnt mean anything.
More time, let us know there would be good. Loved our facilitator.

7

10090966210
10090965068

10090957830

It may be unavoidable but it was hard to hear discussion at our table with so much other conversation in close proximity.

The meeting was great, i Just don't trust that the time, energy and concerns will be recognized by the powers to be. The food was great!
8

10090967332

212914378 2018‐06‐29 15:32:51 2018‐06‐29 15:34:34 06/28/2018

Make sure that objections of each activity are clear. For example, some tables attempted to develop solutions to concerns while other tables were told specifically not to come up with solutions. That creates a feeling Huge thanks for the City of Boise for holding these meetings. it shows a true commitment to listening to
that some tables didn't get enough say. Explain that there will be follow up, more meetings, etc. For example, will there be more public meetings to help brainstorm solutions?
citizens.
I enjoyed the sense of community and feel less isolated in my concerns for this special place. I'm a 5th
generation Idahoan/Boiseans and i dont want to see the livability and affordability and environmental
Having a bit more time to write and consider questions and prompts before speaking out to the group.
quality change for the worse.
It was great to see that in this room, we came up with similar ideas/concerns. Good to start with
positives then concerns. Jim Pardy kicks butt!
10 Good group sizes. Little more discussion time. Present Blueprint Boise at the beginning at 10,000ft level. Timetables on planned growth. Bring Meridian, Nampa, Caldwell representatives to this to hear concerns.
Great job on having lots of staff to have things run smoothly.
10 The registration was a little weird. I have never had to agree to a photo release waiver to sign up for a meeting. It just wasnt inviting.
Boise needs to be more of a lone wolf approach ‐ you are doing a good job ‐ rest of TV is lacking ‐ go for
it!
Continue doing these! It would be awesome to see an ambassador program that has a similar set up.
I think having these as multiple sessions with the same group (2‐3 nights, something easy) that way we get to know one another personally and get more time to learn from one another.
Just definitely continue doing these workshops within each department.
More in‐depth conversations. More diverse participants/more viewpoints. Rotate who you talk to.
Overall very insightful.

In the email registration there could have been a better description about the goals and type of discussion that would be occurring. I did not have a good sense of how tonight's event would be handled.

8
7

06/28/2018
06/28/2018
06/28/2018
06/28/2018

10090960121

I really enjoyed the folks at my table. Jim Pardy was an awesome facilitator. Daren took great notes.

10 Done these sooner. Perhaps longer time frame. Do these more regularly. People want to be heard.

10093433163
10093430925

10093420485

Reached out with personal invites to unrepresented committees in Boise. Provide specific growth forecasts for Boise (regional growth was provided, but not for Boise).

Make sure we have an accurate recording of people's ideas. Need to accommodate people with disabilities, people who dont speak English, people who are poor, young, etc. A lot of white, middle age or wealthy
people ‐ need diversity.

10093435434

10093418573
10093416595
10093415704
10093415169

I feel that it was a good event and I appreciate the city actually took time to hear citizens concerns. Now, i just hope they take them into consideration.
Some facilitators did no keep focus on Values and Concerns, which led to much focus on solutions before gathering all the input.

8

8

8
9

9
7

There as much thoughtful discussion and expression of concerns. Thank you for adding this meeting.
I heard a lot of my fellow citizens saying that Blueprint Boise was an excellent concept ‐ except city
leaders are not following it. Dont make the same mistake or your citizen participation will fade away.
Please address the rampant development and predatory property management companies. These
industries are destroying our communities. Also, wages are shameful.
Stadium impact very concerning
The discussion was good and it was interesting to see the topics that individuals and groups came up
with.
I'm very concerned about the safety of our roads, in the intersections, the lack of police interaction
when their are blatant violations.
Keep this process going ‐ citizens of Boise are alarmed at the explosiveness of growth and the feeling
that city leaders are pressuring their own goals/vision for Boise
As far as city culture goes ‐ could you, the city. create an ad campaign that features the best of Boise,
our slow life pace, friendliness, cleanliness‐ in order to educate our newest city members that now that
they're here thy can slow down, wave to their neighbors, etc.
As was mentioned at my table, there were certainly consisted themes so why is this so hard?

I wish that more people were here....but thats impossible. Overall this was a really great event and interesting to hear from people all over the place. Maybe holing this in the west edge of Boise would be really good.
10 It was a great process. I love the idea that the information/data will be available for the individuals who would like to access it.
10
This was great ‐ loved the format. Perhaps a survey at the beginning to structure conversation a bit more? Not sure if that would work though. Some participants were louder than others.

Keep doing this! Its really great to be involved and I believe the city is working hard for all people here.
No
Excellent facilitation, time efficient, very well coordinated
This was great! Thank you!

10 I thought it was well done. Nice having a facilitator at each table. Tables for small group discuss worked well. Cant think of anything I would change.
We talked about what we love about Boise and what we're concerned about with growth. The benefits and excitements of growth (not just Boise today) were not a focus. That skews the discussion and get people
more riled up than they need to be. It was framed as trade‐offs. It was viewed as what's good and whats endangering these things.

I hope these community forums continue in addition to information in emails and on the website.

hard to hear members speak at our table due to the level of noise in the room.
10 needed a larger room, as it was difficult to hear others at our table at times.

1

Thank you!
Keep doing this. My friends that are not on social media did not about these. Get the signs up in all
communities in Boise. Finally, I am not aware of Blueprint Boise. So, dont assume you can stop
education the public ‐ keep talking to us in all communication mediums.
Thank you for doing this. I believe we can make our city wonderful ‐ but only if we do it together.
Great facilitator! Nice to meet new people and engage in conversations intelligently. Nice snacks and
refreshments. Thank you!
Overall good ‐ obviously everyone has similar concerns. Hopefully this will be taken to heard and acted
on. Valley wide planning is critical.
Thank you for providing a platform for people to bring ideas and thoughts out. it was good to see the
themes develop. We have a great city, getting ahead of the growth very important to our future
success.
All stakeholders need to be represented or at least heard. We had some diversity in terms of age and
time in Boise and location, but numerous demographic segments not present ‐ which may have
something to do with how these events are advertised.
Great concept for sharing ideas. Sharing, what we like and dont like ‐ now share online or survey or
video. Facilitator is great ‐ good knowledge about including ideas.
Make information and resources easier to access online so we can engage more with you and opt in for
more. The facilitator was fantastic ‐ great job! Thanks fordoing this.
The city does not appear to do a good job on outreach. As a person of color, I was disappointed there
were only 2 or 3 of us. I learned of this session via NPR. Please consider all outreach options not just
newspaper and facebook.
Take what the citizens say into consideration. Please don't just hold these workshops to look good and
then turn a blind eye. Truly take what these people say into consideration.
Thank you. Keep it up.

10

6

Open-Ended Response
Do you have any other feedback?
Would love the city to have an "ambassadors" program for each neighborhood that welcomes people ‐
gets them registered to vote, invites them to neighborhood night, introduces their kids to other
neighborhood kids, etc.
Discussion seemed to break down into us (locals) and them (people who moved in). Sorry to see
conversation break down.

Generally a really useful session. There wasnt sufficient time to brainstorm specific solutions to the concerns raised. Maybe create a more focused follow‐up.
I would like to have info available on what is already in the works.
1 because I haven't seen the outcome yet. You started late. Most ideas that came from this workshop cant be affected by the city.

Overall i think it went very well. Hope over time to suggest solutions.
Its a forum that works. The conclusions and implementation will be what matters.

I would LOVE to discuss this more
I hope you will be able to take the concerns and try to make efforts to remedy. The themes were strong.
1. affordable housing 2. traffic and transportation 3. environment and protecting it
I appreciate the city taking input from the public. Dont let Boise become another Austin by allowing
growth to get ahead of infrastructure.
the last minute waitlist system was great, glad to be able to participate.
Grateful for the chance to talk with fellow Boiseans, all of whom were thoughtful and concerned.
cant wait to see the feedback.

I liked the comments about the city working with neighboring cities. I am concerned that some feedback
is too negative without a lot of positive solutions. Growth is happening and i worry that too much
resistance without ideas for making things better. Solutions: work with neighboring cities and the state
officials to move solutions forward. Density should happen along main corridors and downtown.
All developers should pay mitigation fees. ACHD needs to do a traffic study on newer than 2001 and
then act on it.

10090956485
10090954387
10090953493
10090951309

212914378
212914378
212914378
212914378

2018‐06‐29 15:30:18
2018‐06‐29 15:29:39
2018‐06‐29 15:28:50
2018‐06‐29 13:58:32

10090826659
10090824680
10090823402

212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:57:12 2018‐06‐29 13:58:28 06/28/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:56:24 2018‐06‐29 13:57:10 06/28/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:55:42 2018‐06‐29 13:56:20 06/28/2018

10090822291
10090820698
10090819613
10090818482
10090817539

212914378
212914378
212914378
212914378
212914378

10090814646

212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:49:21 2018‐06‐29 13:50:37 06/28/2018

10090812713

212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:48:39 2018‐06‐29 13:49:19 06/28/2018

2018‐06‐29 13:54:40
2018‐06‐29 13:54:08
2018‐06‐29 13:53:10
2018‐06‐29 13:52:33
2018‐06‐29 13:50:44

2018‐06‐29 15:31:48
2018‐06‐29 15:30:15
2018‐06‐29 15:29:35
2018‐06‐29 15:27:59

2018‐06‐29 13:55:39
2018‐06‐29 13:54:36
2018‐06‐29 13:53:52
2018‐06‐29 13:53:08
2018‐06‐29 13:52:30

06/28/2018
06/28/2018
06/28/2018
06/28/2018

212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:44:27 2018‐06‐29 13:48:30 06/28/2018

10090804910

212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:34:42 2018‐06‐29 13:44:25 06/28/2018

10090789540

212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:28:49 2018‐06‐29 13:34:40 06/28/2018

10090780256
10090777832
10090776405

212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:27:17 2018‐06‐29 13:28:46 06/28/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:26:21 2018‐06‐29 13:27:13 06/28/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:26:12 2018‐06‐29 13:26:19 06/28/2018

10090776147

212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:25:07 2018‐06‐29 13:26:08 06/28/2018

10090774452
10090773133
10090686592

212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:24:18 2018‐06‐29 13:25:05 06/28/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐29 13:23:41 2018‐06‐29 13:24:14 06/28/2018
212914378 2018‐06‐29 12:29:32 2018‐06‐29 12:30:11 06/28/2018

10090685312

212914378 2018‐06‐29 12:27:52 2018‐06‐29 12:29:22 06/28/2018

10088440389

212914378

2018‐06‐28 8:38:06

7
8
6
7
6
9

06/28/2018
06/28/2018
06/28/2018
06/28/2018
06/28/2018

10090811491

2018‐06‐28 8:37:33

8

9
7
9
8
8

It was difficult to narrow the issues down to top 3 priorities ‐ many tables didn't. Hope they will all be included/considered eg protection of farmland didn't make our top 3 but it is important.
good format but facilitation could have been a little more effective at my table ‐ small number of folks controlled the conversation
slightly more time would have been nice
More time for activities. Maybe three hours instead of two.
Time to focus on collaborating on ideas to solve some of the issues/concerns that were brought up. Lots of commonalities ‐ both concerns and what we liked. Encourage later groups to put forth other concerns.
Maybe each table top 2 concerns and 1 unique to avoid repeats.
Sooner, more often, keep mayor and council in the room. Reach out to more diverse Boiseans. Be more inclusive. Go to low income neighborhoods and hold this there!
Challenge groups to add new thoughts. Everyone start with a 10+ then share 3 new ideas when it is time for your table to share.

Its a 9 until implementation
very white participants ‐ diversity wasnt here
It was a little hard to hear some members of our group. More information on how we can contribute input ‐ not always sure how to do that on this issue.
More listening, less talking, specific subjects

Thank you for this opportunity. I think it is important for the citizens to have input.
9

more specific issues/focus may get more done at future workshops

Appreciate that the raw data will be made available ‐ full transparency. Now hopefully accountability
with any decisions/actions
NA
good food, good facilitators, good facilitators from the city
No
Thank you for this opportunity. More of this please.
Good start!
Great discussion!
We can try to collaborate with the entire valley, but we'll never convince anyone unless its good for
them to. Makes planning tough ‐ but not impossible. New library ‐ YES! Stadium ‐ YES! (if privately
funded, mostly)
windows in back of room
I appreciate everyone's efforts to host these events!!
no, our moderator did an excellent job
need more time and more of this type of meeting
I'd like to see more conversations with officials happen in the neighborhoods in which we live. please
come to our neighborhood meeting and talk t us. I think that would do a lot for the transparency issues
people feel. Boise is great!
the community values being able to give input in settings like this. please carefully consider the
feedback and use it in your planning process.

Please keep listening! Thank you! PLease do come up with more creatieve, inclusive ways to engage
residents in shaping the growth of our lovely city. Take City Council out to all parts of Boise. If you make
decisions that dont reflect public input, tell us why. Help us to become better educated citizens
advocates for our future. Growth is hard and painful ‐ bring in some inspiring experts to help us some
up with smart growth solutions ‐ how we increase density with solid sound proofing, good public
I am very satisfied! I think it went great! At the end the moderator injected anti "north end" ‐ actually only one group mentioned north end ‐ i am a north ender and am sensitive to our privileged status. we have a
spaces, affordability, and good public transit and safe biking ‐ all over town!
10 great urban design thanks to great city planning 100 years ago!
It was mentioned that it is hard to pull stand‐alone issues out of a general sense of alarm and dismay,
which many here are feeling! All the issues presented from each table are inter connected and the
intersecting arch is city, county and state, leadership and governance. This is not a sprint...we need
more thoughtful planning/coordination .
Sticky dots no not work for this exercise ‐ too limiting and there is not enough for my top issues.
Blueprint Boise map doesnt match the goals, specifically in Northwest Neighborhood Association
Affordable housing is a phrase coined that is similar to "right to work." Affordable housing if emphasizing apartments versus smaller affordable homes to purchase only benefit the investors (often out of state
boundaries. The goals are authentic, agriculture, variety of lots, yet in our areas the development has
investors). I think it is wise to invest in smaller affordable housing that people can purchase not rent. Then they can walk away from that property in the future and have equity to invest in another property. This plan been over the top, high compact density. This does not match the goals. We want a unique community
will contribute to LONG TERM LOCAL FINANCIAL HEALTH of the individual and create a community that invests in their neighborhood.
NOT such a high percentage of apartments.
Getting tired of the Mayor's defensiveness when speaking publicly. "We know you will be nice because
we fed you." A good event ‐ hopefully follow through will occur. How on earth did the new library
Table facilitators did a nice job
happen? The blueprint needs to re‐done.
thank you for giving the community the opportunity to play a part....now do something!
10 There was so much overlap in responses. Wonder if there was important feedback that could have been given or time given to other topics we hadnt overlapped each other so much.

7

7
8
9

a lot of tables had redundant ideas. the workshop could have been split into multiple rooms.
10 very little
longer sessions ‐ more details. good all in all.
10 format was good. consider having follow ups describing to the participants how the ideas were evaluated and implemented.

7

perhaps an economics lesson to understand the challenges of providing all the desired services. in a session of pure wishes ‐ cost and reality seem to get pushed aside

5
8

thanks for the opportunity to participate. when people come to Boise, we should say "what can you do
for us to make our city better" rather than "what can we do for you."
facilitators very very good. i've done many of these in many capacities, this was the best i remember ‐ it
hummed along, ideas were to the point and well summarized.
feel traffic enforcement is way to lax. including bikes.
we talk about affordability ‐ yet the "wants" all cost money ‐ why not a question on everyone's
willingness to fund this through increased taxes?
I thought the workshop was very well done. Citizens need more opportunity to be involved in their
governments planning.

